NTPEP Testing Fees for each Warm Mix Asphalt Technology submitted:

- WMA (Lab Mixed, Lab Compacted): $9,275.00
- WMA (Plant Mixed, Lab Compacted): $17,970.00
- ASA (Lab Mixed, Lab Compacted): $14,945.00
- WMA & ASA (Lab Mixed, Lab Compacted): $17,245.00

The Plant Produced category is intended for those technologies that can't be easily replicated in a laboratory setting. A NTPEP designated representative will sample both a HMA control sample and a WMA sample at the production facility and send both samples to the NTPEP designated laboratory for laboratory testing.

The Laboratory Produced category is intended for those technologies that can be replicated in a laboratory setting. One control HMA mix will be tested and be used as the control for all laboratory produced WMA Technologies.

Please refer to the [NTPEP WMA Work Plan](#) for information regarding the laboratory testing scope.